There are **NOW TWO methods for scheduling classes** in the ISIS application.

**METHOD 1—When many open seats exist.**

The traditional way is to go to the Student Services Center in ISIS, click Enroll, search for classes by selecting a subject area and move them to your shopping cart. Once in the shopping cart, you click “finish enrolling”. If the course is open and you have met the pre-requisites, you will be enrolled in the course.

This works very well when there are many open sections of a course.

**METHOD 2—When courses are filled and few open seats remain.**

Bloomsburg University has implemented NEW software that will assist you in scheduling for classes. The **Schedule Planner** ONLY RETURNS SECTIONS THAT ARE OPEN! **This is the PREFERRED method of scheduling WHEN CLASS ARE FULL!!!**

Select Student Service center, Select the **SCHEDULE PLANNER** link. Simply pick your desired courses (ACCT 101., Math 101 etc.), (no need to pick specific sections) click “GENERATE SCHEDULES “and the software will create a **time of day, day of week schedule for you**!

You can even block out “breaks” (time periods you do not want to go to class) and the scheduler will work around your breaks.

You can even customize each course (e.g. select the specific instructor)

The link to general information about both methods is available at: [http://www.bloomu.edu/isis/student](http://www.bloomu.edu/isis/student)

[Click here](http://www.bloomu.edu/isis/student) for specific information about Method 2.